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The Unofficial Guide  
to Walt Disney World 2024
Bob Sehlinger, Len Testa
Save time, money, and hours of waiting in line at 
the parks every day. PUB DATE: AUGUST 2023

752 pg / 5.13" x 8.5" / paperback / 9781628091434 / $26.99

The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland 2024
Seth Kubersky, Bob Sehlinger
Created by an entire organization that collects 
and compiles data. PUB DATE: SEPTEMBER 2023

416 pg / 5.13" x 8" / paperback / 9781628091458 / $19.99

Bears of  
North America
Stan Tekiela
Enter the world of bears with award-winning author, naturalist,  
and wildlife photographer Stan Tekiela. He has documented every 
aspect of bears’ lives: major events like mating and hibernation 
(torpor), as well as everyday activities that include foraging, 
hunting, and socializing. The result is a striking portrayal of these 
amazing mammals. PUB DATE: SEPTEMBER 2023

160 pg / 8" x 9" / paperback with flaps / 9781647554132 / $19.95

The Unofficial Guides

Bird Tracks
Includes 55 North American Species
Jonathan Poppele
32 pg / 4.25" x 7.5" / spiral / 9781647553913 / $12.95

Common Native Bees  
of the Western United States
Ryan Bartlett
40 pg / 4.25" x 7.5" / spiral / 9781647553630 / $9.95

Quick Guides

Adventure Quick Guides are durable booklets. Designed for ease of use, these pocket-size guides 
help readers to quickly identify the things they see in nature. Every page features several full-color 
images and the basic details needed for positive identification. PUB DATE: AUGUST 2023
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Eat the Weeds
A Forager’s Guide to Identifying  
and Harvesting 295 Wild Foods
Deane Jordan
“Green Deane” Jordan teaches foraging classes and also runs a popular 
foraging website (also called Eat the Weeds). Now he’s sharing his exper-
tise with you. Eat the Weeds presents 295 wild edibles and helps you to 
find, identify, and harvest them. Each entry includes an introduction to the 
plant and recommended methods for preparing it, as well as its nutritional 
information. Yes, nearly every featured wild edible includes a full nutrition 
table! Color photos and visual descriptions assist you in field identification. 
PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023 

432 pg / 6" x 9" / flexibound 
9781647551797 / $24.95

About the Author
“Green Deane” Jordan is the author of many articles and three books. 
His hobbies include gardening, cooking, collecting cast iron cook-
ware, dancing, canoeing, public speaking, kayaking, cast netting, 
fishing, biking, hiking in Greece whenever possible, and, of course, 
foraging for wild foods and other unusual edibles. He is perhaps 
best known for his popular foraging website, Eat the Weeds.

Staying Safe: Backyard 
to Backcountry
Outdoor Medical Handbook
Patrick Brighton, M.D., FACS
Dr. Brighton guides you through first aid responses and treatments for 
a variety of wilderness illnesses, injuries, and emergency situations—
from sunburn and toothache to appendicitis and heart attack. Find out 
what preventative steps you can take to minimize your risk. Discover 
the recommended and essential items to keep on hand—in case the 
worst should happen—regardless of where you are, what you’re doing, 
and how far you are from help. PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023 

256 pg / 5" x 9" / paperback 
9781647552794 / $19.95

About the Author
Patrick Brighton is a board-certified general and trauma surgeon. A 
Fellow in the American College of Surgeons for more than 20 years, 
he has surgically managed thousands of critically injured trauma 
patients. Dr. Brighton currently spends most of his free time as a 
member of the Ouray Mountain Rescue Team in Ouray, Colorado, 
and he also teaches wilderness medicine courses.
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The William Nealy Collection

Inline! 2nd Edition
208 pg / 7" x 10" / paperback 
9781634043649 / $19.95

Kayak: The New Frontier
180 pg / 7" x 10" / paperback 
9780897325899 / $15.95

Kayaks to Hell, 2nd Edition
68 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043663 / $14.95

Mountain Bike!
172 pg / 7" x 10" / paperback 
9780897321143 / $16.95

The Mountain Bike Way  
of Knowledge, 2nd Edition

66 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043687 / $14.95

The Nealy Way of  
Knowledge, 2nd Edition

248 pg / 7" x 10" / paperback 
9781634043748 / $19.95

Skiing Tales of Terror,  
2nd Edition

72 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043700 / $14.95

Whitewater Home  
Companion: Vol. 1, 2nd Ed.

174 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043762 / $19.95

Whitewater Home  
Companion: Vol. 2, 2nd Ed.

176 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043786 / $19.95

Whitewater Tales of Terror, 
2nd Edition

58 pg / 8.25" x 10.88" / paperback 
9781634043724 / $14.95

William Nealy Crash and 
Learn Playing Cards

54 cards / 2.5" x 3.5" / box set 
9781634043816 / $7.95

William Nealy Extreme 
Sports Playing Cards

54 cards / 2.5" x 3.5" / box set 
9781634043809 / $7.95

William Nealy was a creator-turned-cult-hero who wrote 10 books for Menasha Ridge Press from 
1982 to 2000. His humorous hand-drawn cartoons and illustrated river maps helped him achieve 
cult-hero status. The William Nealy Collection presents the celebrated works of this wild, gentle, 
brilliant artist, who focused much of his craft on his most beloved extreme sports: mountain biking, 
paddling, inline skating, and downhill skiing. AVAILABLE NOW

18" x 35" / map 
9781634043861 / $7.95

18" x 35" / map 
9781634043878 / $7.95

18" x 20" / map 
9781634043885 / $7.95

Whitewater River Maps
William Nealy’s illustrated river maps have enabled generations to follow in his 
footsteps. They also double as striking, hilarious, conversation-starting artwork. 
Color them, frame them, share them with others. AdventureKEEN is proud to 
present three new maps. AVAILABLE NOW
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Interactive Classic Literature
The Interactive Classic Literature series puts a new spin on the classics for middle-grade readers. In 
these interactive adventures, the reader becomes the main character and makes choices that 
affect what happens next. If the correct choices are made, the story’s golden path ultimately leads 
to a happy ending. PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023

Can You Survive the  
Adventures of Perseus? 2nd Edition
Blake Hoena

ages 9–13 / 152 pg  
paperback: 5.25" x 7.5" / 9781960084002 / $9.95 
hardback: 5.25" x 8.25" / 9781960084026 / $24.95

Can You Survive the  
Grimms’ Fairy Tales?
Brothers Grimm, Ryan Jacobson

ages 9–13 / 152 pg  
paperback: 5.25" x 7.5" / 9781960084033 / $9.95 
hardback: 5.25" x 8.25" / 9781960084057 / $24.95

published by
Lake 7 Creative

published by
Lake 7 Creative

Boxed Out
A Choose Your Path Basketball Book
Lisa M. Bolt Simons
Moving to a new town isn’t easy, but at least you have basketball. It’s a 
great way to keep busy and to make new friends—or so you think. Not 
everyone in this small town is eager to welcome you. You’re the main 
character in this interactive sports adventure that’s two stories in one! 
First, try to earn your way into the boys’ starting lineup. Next, see if you 
can stand up to bullies on the girls’ squad. You need to win over your 
new teammates to win the big game. PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023 

ages 9–13 / 152 pg • paperback: 5.25" x 7.5" / 9781960084064 / $9.95 • hardback: 5.25" x 8.25" / 9781960084088 / $24.95

published by
Lake 7 Creative

Bailey the Bear 
Needs Help!
Christy Gove
When Bailey is struck by a car, a rescue team brings 
her to a wildlife rehabilitation center—and this is just 
the beginning of her story. Bailey the Bear Needs Help! 
is a true account told with gorgeous photographs 
and heartwarming text. PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023

ages 4–8 / 32 pg / 10.25" x 8.25" / hardback / 9781647553449 / $14.95
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Field Guide, 2nd Edition
Stan Tekiela
PUB DATE: NOVEMBER 2023

336 pg / 4.38" x 6" / paperback / 9781647554057 / $14.95

Birds of Massachusetts Field Guide 
2nd Edition
Stan Tekiela
PUB DATE: NOVEMBER 2023

336 pg / 4.38" x 6" / paperback / 9781647554033 / $14.95
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Top Trails: Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park
3rd Edition
Johnny Molloy
Experience the best of this treasured national park. Top Trails: Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park describes classic destinations and lesser-known 
jewels in 50 must-do hikes. PUB DATE: SEPTEMBER 2023

312 pg / 5.5" x 8.5" / paperback / 9781643591001 / $22.95

Wildlife Pocket Guides for Kids
The state-specific Wildlife Pocket Guides for Kids utilize a simple-yet-attractive layout to introduce 
around 60 of a given state’s most important animal species to know. Created in conjunction with 
Wildlife Forever, the pocket guides feature full-color photography paired with at-a-glance headings 
and short tidbits of text. Children are drawn to the brightly colored design, while adults appreciate 
the pocket-size nature of these books. PUB DATE: OCTOBER 2023

Critters of Florida
Pocket Guide to Animals in Your State, 2nd Edition
Alex Troutman

ages 7–12 / 144 pg / 4.25" x 6" 
paperback / 9781647554095 / $7.95

Critters of Georgia
Pocket Guide to Animals in Your State
Alex Troutman

ages 7–12 / 144 pg / 4.25" x 6" 
paperback / 9781647554118 / $7.95
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Enter the Jungle
Photographs and History  
of the Cincinnati Bengals
James Rapien
Podcaster and team reporter James Rapien presents the 
team’s history with full-color photography. A stunning 
book for any coffee table, it features season-by-season 
summaries, along with schedules, statistical leaders, and 
starting lineups. PUB DATE: SEPTEMBER 2023

152 pg / 9.25" x 8.25" / hardback / 9781940647999 / $30.00

The Rocky Mountain 
Plant Guide
Identify 700 Wildflowers, Shrubs, and Trees
George Oxford Miller
Get to know the Rocky Mountain region’s wildflowers, shrubs, and trees. 
Make field identification simple and informative. This comprehensive  
guide features 700 species of plants, organized by color and then by 
family for ease of use—with a separate section for trees. Do you see a  
yellow plant? Go to the yellow section to ID it. Detailed photographs 
present the plants as you’ll see them in nature. A “similar species” feature 
helps you to decide between look-alikes. PUB DATE: AUGUST 2023

Birds of Utah Field Guide 
2nd Edition
Stan Tekiela
Organized by color for quick ID. 
PUB DATE: NOVEMBER 2023

344 pg / 4.38" x 6" / paperback 
9781647554071 / $14.95

Hiking Western Death 
Valley National Park 
2nd Edition
Michel Digonnet
AVAILABLE NOW

576 pg / 6" x 9" / paperback 
9780965917858 / $21.95

Top Trails: Lake Tahoe 
4th Edition
Mike White
59 must-do hikes for everyone. 
PUB DATE: SEPTEMBER 2023

320 pg / 5.5" x 8.5" / paperback 
9781643590967 / $22.95

published by
Lake 7 Creative

published by
Michel Digonnet

416 pg / 5.25" x 8" / flexibound 
9781647553258 / $24.95
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Give the gift of humor this season.

2204 1st Avenue South, Suite 102 
Birmingham, AL 35233 
Phone: 800-678-7006 

Fax: 877-374-9016 
www.adventurewithkeen.com

William Nealy was an artist-turned-cult-hero who wrote 10 books. The William Nealy Collection presents the 
celebrated works of this wild, gentle, brilliant artist, who focused much of his craft on his most beloved extreme 
sports: mountain biking, paddling, inline skating, and downhill skiing. SEE PAGE 4


